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THE REFERRAL AGENCY INTERVIEW AND NARRATIVE FORMS 

I. Introduction 

Although generally recognized that noncriminal calls for social 

services comprise a large volume of citizen calls to pOlice, there are 

few comprehensive studies of how police handle these calls. The 

Referral Agency Interview and Narrative Forms were designed to obtain 

information about the characteristics and practices of social service 

agencies and their patterns of interaction with the police. Community 

social service agencies may either complement, supplement, or repla.ce 

the police in providing social services. Information obtained from 

these forms enables us to classify community agencies according to the 

extent of their cooperation with police, the scope of social services 

they provide, their history of service provision, and their availability 

to both the police and the pUblic. We also obtained budget information 

to help calculate the costs of alternative ffiethods of social service 

delivery systems. 

The Referral Agency Interview and Narrative Forms elicited information 

about referral agency practices and not about the attitudes, perceptions, 

or values of individuals representing these agencies. Consequently, 

they were planned as conversational guides, all or part of which could 

be administered to persons expert in various aspects of agency operation. 

Structured answers were coded on the interview form itself, while lengthy 

unstructured answers were recorded in narrative style on the Referral 

Agency Narrative Form. 
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II. The Instruments 

This section discusses the format and content of the two research 

instruments, copies of which are included as Appendices I and 2 to this 

report. It is important to note that these instruments were not designed 

as formal survey questionnaires, but were planned to permit pertinent 

information to be recorded in a consistent manner. Questions were 

presented in a combination of structured and unstructured formats. 

The closed-ended responses were viewed as note-taking aids, not as 

the extent of desired information. They specified the information 

required; any qualifying or explanatory remarks were noted and later 

recorded in text form on the narrative instrument. 

Data generated by the questionnaire are presented in two machine

readable formats: precoded data and narrative text. Precoded data 

include factual information, such as agency's primary service area, 

types of services provided, length of time services have been provided, 

geographic coverage and hours of operation, size and type of staff 

employed, clientele served, relations with local police, and funding 

sources and expenditures. A narrative question number was assigned 

to one or more structured questions dealing with similar topics. 

Narrative text, written by the interviewer, provides detailed infor

mation that could not be recorded in the precoded format. Narratives 

describe responses more fully and may include references to, and infor-

mation from, other interviews, newspaper clippings, and agency records 

and documents. 

3 

Once an interview was completed and all pertinent data about the 

agency gathered, interviewers transferred the information to the narrative 

form, identifyin~ each block of information by the narrative question (NQ) 

number listed on the interview form. Narratives were entered onto the 

computer and are accessible either in whole or in part by individual 

narrative questions. A sample narrative is included a!i Appendix 3. 

Combined with precoded information, narratives provide a complete 

picture of an agency's activities and their relations with the police. 

The precoded format and structure of the questionnaire ensure the 

availability of a base of comparable data for each agency. 

Interviewers were instructed to use more conversational phrasing 

if it seemed appropriate. Answers to some questions became obvious 

from previous answers; other questions required rephrasing depending 

on the nature of the agency and the position of the representative 

being interviewed. Provided the interviewer was sufficiently familiar 

with the form, it was necessary to refer to it only periodically during 

the interview. This was encouraged as it allowed the respondent to 

discuss the agency's activities freely and in an order that seemed 

natural to him or her. Inappropriate questions were thus avoided 

entirely; for example, agencies dealing with juvenile delinquency were 

not asked if they provided services to the elderly. 

Since our goal was not to learn about the attitudes or perceptions 

of individuals working in or assocl."ated wl."th "I . SOCl.a serVl.ce agencies, 

researchers were instructed to interview one or more knowledgeable 

agency representatives; it was sometimes necessary to interview more 

than one person to complete the budget questions, for example. l~ere 
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as a screener to determine if an agency was eligible to be interviewed; 

any agency that did not deal with at least 1 of these 10 problems was 

excluded. Problems were selected on the basis of the findings of our 

literature assessment and of our preliminary site research. In 

Question 11 we determined each agency's primary service area. Agencies 

often handled more than one problem, but we sought to categorize them 

if possible. If the primary interest area was not obvious, interviewers 

were instructed to ask. Respondents' comments and other elaborations 

on problems handled by agencies were incorporated in NQ 21. 

In Questions 12 through 23 we were interested in service activities 

carried out by agencies, rather than in social problems these activities 

were supposed to address. Although it was possible to ask abollt 12 

different activities, again only those reasonable for any particular 

agency were asked. A methadone maintenance program, for example, will 

only be conducted by programs dealing with drug abuse. The 12 activities 

were: emergency medical assistance, psychological counseling, crisis 

intervention counseling, temporary shelter, half-way house assistance, 

legal aid, help in finding jobs, help in getting on welfare, help in 

finding housing, alcohol or drug rehabilitation, alcohol or drug detoxi-

fication (sobering up and drying out facilities were included here), and 

methadone maintenance. 

We first asked if the agency provided any of the 12 services. If 

the respondent answered affirmatively, we asked how many years the 

agency had provided the service and its reasons for initiating service. 

Details for all 12 services were recorded in NQ 22. If the respondent 

indicated that the agency did not provide a particular service, we then 
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the se-'l"ce in the past, and, if so, why it had asked if it had provided 4Y 

stopped; details for all 12 services were noted in NQ 23. With these questions 

. "" f t" ot only about specific agencies, we attempted to ~btaln ln orma lon n 

but about service provision throughout a jurisdiction or metropolitan 

area. We were especially interested in any mention of an agency's 

" "" because servl"ces had been assumed by local police stopplng provlslon 

departments. 

Questions 24 and 25 were phrased to be asked of agency directors; 

when interviewing persons other than the director. researchers were 

We instructed to try to find out how those in charge would answer. 

wanted to know what criteria the agency director thought should be 

used to evaluate agency performance and the type of information relied 

on to monitor that performance. These questions contain an implied 

request for a statement of agency goals and responsibilities" 

Question 26 asks for the boundaries of the geographic area served; 

we were especially interested in those agencies serving our study 

neighborhoods. Question 27 lists the agency's-hours of operation; this 

information tells us whether agencies other than the police provide 

social services on a 24-hour basis. 

Questions 28 through 35 deal with agency staffing. Only for this 

series did we include questions pertaining specifically to police 

departments. One of our goals was to characterize referral agencies 

according to the size and professionalism of their staffs. Depending 

on an agency's primary function, interviewers were instructed to refer 

to "doctors," "nurses, ,I "lawyers," or "counselors" instead of professionals 

when appropriate. We wanted to know the p.ercentage of the staff that 
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had special skills or training in dealing with clients, and, therefore, 

distinguished "professional" from "support" .staff. 

Questions '36 through 40 concerned agency clientele. We attempted 

to determine the size of the serviced population and the extent to 

which an agency's facilities were being used. We also wanted to learn 

about the nature of the clientele; did the agency receive many carry-

over or recidivist clients? 

Questions 41 through 56 concern police department-referral agency 

relations. Question 41 asked the respondent to estimate the proportion 

of agency clients that were referred by police (or if the respondent 

was employed in a police department social service unit, the proportion 

referred by patrol officers). This question alone cannot provide enough 

information to assess the extent of police department-referral agency 

interaction, however. Question 42 asked whether the police overtly 

used the agency to avoid routing individuals through the criminal justice 

system. Questions 43 through 47 deal with other types of interaction; 

this series will enable us to characterize police efforts to link 

potential clients with social service agencies as proactive or reactive. 

Questions 48 and 49 asked for the percentage of clients referred by 

pol~ce (or patrol officers) that was accepted for treatment by the 

agency. These questions help us determine another dimension of inter-

action: the apparent value agencies place upon the police referral 

process. 

Questions 50 through 56 deal directly with social service agency-

police department cooperation. Specific departments using an agency's 
, 

services are identified, as are those that the respondent feels could 
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use them but are not currently doing so. The kinds of follow-up 

information that an agency provides on referred persons are detailed 

in Question 52;' Q,uestions 52 and 53 together allow us to gauge whether 

a referral program supplants or supplements legal action. Question 54 

asks for the respondent's rating of the cooperation between his agency 

and local police (or between a special police unit and patrol officers 

of that or other departments). Question 55 (NQ 40) asks for greater 

detail in describing the ways in which police and referral agencies 

cooperate, while Question 56 asks for respondents' perceptions of how 

local police rate their agencies' referral services. 

Questions 57 and 58 probe the agency's total expenditures for 

fiscal 1976 and the proportion of funds raised by each of 11 different 

sources. We attempted to determine only those expenditures attributable 

to referral services. This represented the entire budget of referral 

agencies, but was only a portion of the budget in cases where the 

referral function was one of several, such as a referral project within 

a police department's juvenile division. The relationship between the 

referral unit and a "parent" agency was described generally in NQ 21 

and more specifically in NQ 42; NQ 42 contained an estimate of total 

agency expenditures whenever possible. 

On Page 18 of the interview form are three additional narrative 

questions. NQ 44 is a listing of any supporting documents obtained 

during an interview. NQ 45 allowed interviewers to note any mention 

of the agency's mission as one of "curing people" or "providing temporary 

relief." We were interested in how the agency viewed itself and in 

whether its representatives felt their services provided short- or 
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long-term, temporary or permanent relief from social problems. In NQ 46 

the interviewer could record important information about the agency that 

did not fit into any of the earlier narrative questions. 

III. Case Selection 

Different institutional arrangements for providing social services 

in each metropolitan area led our researchers to adopt different methods 

of selecting referral agencies for interviewing. Attempts were made 

to standardize case selection as much as possible, however. In selecting 

agencies, we followed two criteria: an agency had to handle at least 

1 of the 10 social problems identified on Page 2 of the Referral Agency 

Interview Form, and it had to accept police referrals. In both St. 

Louis and Tampa-St. Petersburg, agencies were screened by telephone 

to determine the types of services they provided and whether or not they 

received police referrals. In Rochester, a manual carried by Rochester 

Police Department officials provided an initial list of referral agencies 

to contact. We interviewed a t~tal of 103 referral agencies; 36 in 

Rochester, 42 in Tampa-St. Petersburg, and 25 in St. Louis. 

In St. Louis referral interviewing proceeded relatively slowly for 

the first seven weeks of fieldwork because of the difficulty in obtaining 

names of agencies that met the selection criteria. Du~ing this time 

initial contacts were made with some agencies whose names were mentioned 

during other phases of data collection. Names of agencies also came 

from patrol observers and calls for service coders. Fieldworkers were 

instructed to complete a Citizen Organization/Referral Agency Identifi

cation Form (Appendix 4) whenever they encountered any mention of a 
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community organization or referral agency. This form lists the agency's 

name and, if available, the name, address, and phone number of a staff 

member who could be contacted and asked the screening questions. 

Researchers were also to note any mention of specific services provided 

by the agency and which, if any, of our study neighborhoods it served. 

Other methods of obtaining names of referral agencies were used 

during early fieldwork in St. Louis. Some agencies were identified 

through perusal of the telephone book; others were obtained from agencies 

already contacted. When the police officer interviewing team arrived 

in mid-July, a routine method of transmitting names of possible referral 

agencies was established. Officers were asked the names of agencies to 

which they regularly referred citizens involved with family crises, 

alcoholism, or juvenile problems. These were passed on to our inter-

viewers via a master log sheet. 

In all three research sites a master log of referral agencies was 

established. Each agency was identified by a unique three-digit sequence 

number and assigned an alphanumeric agency type code that identified it 

on other data collection instruments, such as the Calls for Service and 

Patrol Encounter Forms. By using the alphanumeric code, we were able 

to identify agencies that were interviewed and that we observed during 

. other fieldwork (Appendix 8). \'Ie can compare agency representatives' 

claims with actual observation of agency activities during encounters 

with police. The log sheet also contains information on when the agency 

was selected to be interviewed and when the interview actually occurred 

(Appendix 7). 
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Attempts were made to contact all agencies logged by the St. Louis 

research staff. Some were screened out of the sample, some could not 

or would not accept the screener questions, and the remainder (25) 

were screened in and eventually interviewed. We did not attempt to 

interview representatives of all hospitals receiving police referrals 

since most referrals were to emergency room personnel; there are many 

hospitals in the area and the size of our interview staff was limited. 

The larger hospitals with alcohol detoxification and rehabilit~tion 

programs were included in the sample, however. 

In the Tampa-St. Petersburg metropolitan area, referral agency 

case selection followed approximately the same patterns as in St. Louis. 

After a period of initial agency identification and screening about 

services provided and police referrals received, additional screener 

questions were asked about the extent of interaction with police. 

Selection criteria became more stringent as the summer progressed. 

Another factor in agency selection was our attempt to interview at least 

one agency handling each of the 10 social problems in each of three 

designated service areas: North Pinellas County, South Pinellas County, 

and Hillsborough County (with a concentration on Tampa). 

Agency names were originally gathered by a search of newspaper 

clippings and from listings of referral information centers operated by 

county governments and the Florida Department of Health and Rehabilita

tive Services (HRS). Other agency names were obtained from the Chamber 

of Commerce and the police interviewing team. At first the criteria of 

contact with the police was less restrictive. Because of the domination 

of social service provision by HRS, and despite the fact that it does 
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not provide direct services, an interview was conducted with HRS to 

determine the structure of service provision throughout the metropoli-

tan area and additional details of considerable help in interviewing 

other social service agencies; 42 interviews were completed. 

Referral agency case selection in Rochester was simplified by 

two factors: the existence of the Family Crisis Intervention Team 

(FACIT) manual and the early arrival of the pOlice officer interview 

team. The manual contains a list, organized by service, of most 

community agencies in the Rochester area that accept police referrals. 

All Rochester Police Department officers carry this manual. These 

agencies were posted to the referral log. When the police officer 

interviewing team arrived one week after fieldwork initiation, it 

quicklY identified more agencies from conversations with officers. 

- --- ------- --- - ---------------~- -------
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interviewers were responsible for administering instruments to police 

administrators, community leaders, and citizen organizations, as well 

as to referral agencies. Each field site employed from two to four 

in-depth interviewers. Staff time was carefully planned so that all 

agencies and individuals selected for interviewing were contacted and 

appointments made. The Referral Agency Interview Form was developed 

through several draft versions. Unfortunately, interviewers had little 

chance to pretest the final version because of the short time allotted 

for instrument development. (See Police Referral Systems in Metropolitan 

Areas, Phase II for a discussion of time constraints.) Interviewing 

techniques were honed by administration of other in-depth instruments, 

however. 

Referral interviewing in St. Louis was conducted primarily by one 

Three weeks into field\ .... ork a near-final list of 45 referral agencies 
individual who was responsible for all case selection and scheduling; 

had been established. Because of the manageable number, it was decided 
four other staff members assisted. Referral interviewing was not a full-

to attempt to interview each agency. Some preliminary screening was 
time job, so that researchers were at times free to conduct other in-depth 

done during telephone conversations to set appointments. Thirty-six 
interviews. In Tampa-St. Petersburg one person maintained primary 

interviews were eventually completed; some agencies were rejected 
responsibility for referral interviewing, but was assisted by other staff 

because they no longer accepted referrals or had ceased operation. 
members trained in in-depth instrument administration. As the number of 

Our final list included agencies from all police jurisdictions studied. 
agencies to contact increased, additional personnel were used to handle 

the workload. Some in-service training was necessary in both St. Louis 

IV. Data Collection Procedures 
and Tampa-St. Petersburg and was conducted by the primary interviewer. 

Training consisted of reviewing and discussing the features of the 

Interviews with referral agency representatives were conducted by questionnaire and relating useful experiences in its administration. 

staff specially trained to administer in-depth instruments. In-depth In Rochester all interviewing was handled by one individual throughout 

interviewing was one of our more specialized data collection tasks; the research period. Because agencies were identified earlier here than 
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in other sites, scheduling problems were eased, and more time was 

available to interview all agencies selected. 

In all three research sites it was the interviewer's responsibility 

to schedule appointments with agency representatives. As noted earlier, 

interviewer discretion determined how closely the questionnaire format 

was followed. Researchers typically began with an explanation of the 

study, emphasizing the reasons for selection of the respondent's agency 

and suggesting the broad types of information the study sought to obtain. 

During an interview researchers noted comments and responses in the 

space provided on the questionnaire or in a separate notebook. Upon 

completing the interview, researchers marked responses in the precoded 

sections of the form (usually later that same day or early the next). 

They were also responsible for writing the narratives that contain the 

majority of information about each agency. Interviewers were encouraged 

to complete their coding and write or dictate their narratives as soon 

as possible after an interview since they had to rely completely on 

notes and memory. Once the narratives had been typed, one copy was 

filed at the research site and the other returned to Bloomington to be 

keypunched for entry onto a computer file. Questionnaires were held in 

the field until the end of the summer and used as a cumulative resource 

base; they were keypunched after the research teams left the field. 

V. Administering and Using the Form 

Though the Referral Agency Interview Form did not take long to 

administer (an average interview took about an hour) interviewers had 

15 

to be thoroughly familiar with it to ensure a good interview. (See 

Appendices 5 and 6.) On one hand, strict reliance on the questionnaire 

prevented some'respondents from answering naturally. On the other hand, 

the form included a number of specifically worded questions requiring 

detailed answers. Failure to follow the questionnaire format meant 

that questions might be missed. Some initial interviews were not as 

smoothly administered as they were after some practice, but our researchers 

quickly became used to balancing these two requirements. Familiarity 

with the form helped make full use of both interviewer discretion and 

instrument instructions. F 1 Q 
or examp e, uestions 12 through 23 were not 

asked of every respondent, depending on the agency's focus. 
Similarly. 

the "If Yes" and "If No" qualifications required practice to avoid making 

them sound stilted. 

The cover sheet was straightforward; only Question 11 (agency 

auspices) caused any problems for interviewers. It was sometimes 

difficult to determine th 1 1 f e eve 0 government operating an agency, 

especially when it was associated with a "parent" organization or 

served several government,.al levels. Qu t" . es ~ons 1 through 10 on Page 1 

presented some difficulty since it was rare that a referral agency 

dealt with only a single problem. Respondents often pointed out that 

clients would corne to their agency th 1 f 
as e resu toone problem, while 

actually suffering from several others. An l' examp e 1S a juvenile 

referred because of delinquent behavior who was from a family whose 

constant feuding was exacerbated by alcohol misuse. 

listed are broad and open to various interpretations. 

tion, for example, referred to programs for removing 

All 10 problems 

Public intoxica-

public inebriates 
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from the streets, but also to detoxification programs for nonvagrant 

alcoholics. A "yes" to Question 1 meant that an agency conducted a 

program for treating some facet of alcoholism. Family crisis is another 

broad term, encompassing programs that may handle a variety of problems, 

including alcoholism. This blurring of problems occasionally made it 

difficult to single out a predominant area of interest (Question 11). 

Thus, NQ 21 became extremely important in categorizing referral agencies. 

Questions 12 through 23 generally worked well, although asking why 

an agency had begun providing a particular service often brought quizzical 

looks from respondents. It was more appropriately asked of voluntary 

or privately-funded agencies than of government ones. Yet, many of the 

private agencies, such as the Salvation Army or Alcoholics Anonymous, 

had been in existence for 50 many years that respondents often had little 

knowledge of their origins. Another occasional problem with this series 

was that several agencies referred clients to other agencies. We coded 

an agency as providing a service only if it was involved in direct, not 

indirect, provision. 

Questions 24 and 25 were more easily administered to government 

agencies than to private ones. Respondents often answered one or the 

othel, but rarely both; they were unable to distinguish between criteria 

that should be used to evaluate their agency and criteria that were being 

used. Many programs contained no built-in evaluation components. Respon

dents often suggested criteria not currently in use, discussed plans to 

develop evaluative criteria in the future, or expressed their belief that 

it was very difficult or impossible to ascertain the progress of social 

service agencies. Public agencies were more likely to contain built-in 
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evaluation components to which respondents could refer and then indicate 

their satisfaction with agency performance. Since there were separate 

narrative questions for the two evaluation questions, it was often 

necessary to note under one NQ to see the other for a complete answer. 

Question 26, the geographic area served by an agency, was occasionally 

difficult to code; although many agencies were established to serve 

specific areas, they often accepted referrals from larger areas. In 

all cases, our interviewers coded those boundaries encompassing the 

area from which the majority of clients came. Sometimes, however, the 

precoded choices were not inclusive enough and boundaries had to be 

specified in NQ 26. If an agency indicated that it served a broad area , 
but that most of its police referrals came from a smaller area, then we 

coded the broader area in Question 26, attached an explanation in NQ 26, 

and listed the police agencies mentioned in Question 50. 

Question 27 concerning agency hours of operation was a problem for 

those organizations that maintained established office hours, but that 

also had staff members on call 24 hours a day. We coded the normal 

working hours in the spaces provided on the questionnaire and the hours 

of availability to police departments in the narrative question. Questions 

26 and 27 are thus prime examples of the necessity for both precoded 

and open-ended questions when gathering data of this nature. 

Questions 28 through 35, concerning agency staff size, worked quite 

well. Occasionally a respondent would have a difficult time distinguishing 

professional staff from other full-time employees. Questions about part

time employees also caused some problems. Because of the volume and 

variety of staff employed by some agencies, accurate counts were difficult 
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to obtain. A number of agencies employed students enrolled in social 

work programs as members of their part-time volunteer staffs. In our 

St. Louis and Rochester personnel assignments, students were considered 

nonprofessionals. In Tampa-St. Petersburg, however, several agency heads 

in HRS stated that they could not provide services without these interns 

because agencies were underfunded; here interns were counted as pro

fessionals because of the nature of th~ir responsibilities. Notations 

about the number of students working with an agency were made in NQ 28. 

Data on the number of clients served by an agency (Question 36) 

were frequently incomplete or unavailable; much of our data thus 

reflect respondents' estimates. Question 38 (number of additional 

clients that could be accommodated per week) also often represented a 

guess. Similarly, few agencies kept data on the number of carry-over 

or recidivist clients. Answe~s to Question 39, dealing with the proportion 

o£ carry-over clients, seemed to reflect the type of program offered by 

an agency. For programs established to handle short-term clients, the 

number of carry-overs was small; for programs established to handle 

long-term clients, carry-overs were much more frequent. Although most 

programs specialized in one or the other type of case, some provided 

both short- and long-term assistance. These differences were noted in 

the relevant narrative questions. 

We experienced no problems in administering Questions 41 through 

56 to police departments; most police social service programs were 

clearly separate from the patrol division so that respondents had little 

trouble in answering questions about patrol officers' activities. In 

fact, representatives of police-sponsored programs were more likely to 

----------
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have specific answers to these questions than were other respondents, 

many of whom did not know the proportion of clients referred by the 

police. Some re~pondents stated that they paid little attention to the 

source of their referrals and were more interested in the disposition 

of their cli~nts. 

Both Questions 42 and 53 presented problems for interviewers 

because many social service agencies were governed by state and local 

laws, court procedures, and bureaucratic rules and regulations. In 

some cases researchers were able to familiarize themselves with local 

procedures prior to interviewing; in others they were forced to rely 

on information from the respondent and structure their questioning 

accordingly. Often agencies providing different services were governed 

by different sets of rules, making our researchers' job even more diffi

cult. In the future, researchers would be well advised to familiarize 

themselves as much as possible with local and state laws, rules, and 

regulations. Not knowing what types of referral agencies one will 

encounter in a particular research site, however, hinders this effort. 

For Questions 44 through 47 dealing with police department-referral 

agency relations in the field, we frequently found that agency repre

sentatives called police more often than the reVE~rse; this was especially 

true in child abuse cases or similar situations in which an agency would 

attempt to provide protection for a client. Casle workers visiting 

clients at their homes would often call and ask police to meet them and 

stand by in case of trouble. Some agencies felt that pOlice might 

provide their organization's name and address to potential clients, 

but were unsure. As our research progressed, several interviewers 
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felt that Questions 46 and 47 provided a good indication of police 

department-referral agency communication. 

Question 48, which asked for the proportion o·f persons referred 

by the police that were accepted by the agency, was again often answerable 

only by an estimate. Some respondents felt that the issue was not 

whether the agency would accept police referrals, but whether the indi

vidual involved required service. Some agencies indicated they would 

deliver services only upon a client's request. Because of uncertainty 

on the part of both researchers and respondents, we interviewed repre

sentatives of a few agencies that accepted only a small proportion of 

pOlice referrals. Most agencies, however, accepted all such referrals. 

Since some respondents did not know the frequency of police referrals 

to their agencies, it was not) surprising that they also did not know 

which local police departments provided the majority of their referrals 

(Question 50). Yet, this question elicited a good deal of information, 

much of which was included in NQ 36. Question 51 (departments not 

taking advantage of an agency's services), on the other hand, did not 

provide as much information. There were often several agencies providing 

similar referral services to a police jurisdiction. Each department had a 

choice of agencies to refer to. Thus, any given department might have been 

listed as using an agency's serviCeS. For agencies receiving few police 

referrals this was not a salient question. Respondents answering 

affirmatively generally represented agencies with well-established ties 

with at least one department or were representatives of a police department 

special unit. The remainder of the questions on police department

referral agency relations proceeded smoothly, with the exception of 

Question 53 noted above. 

( 

21 

Questions 57 and 58, which asked for information about agency 

revenues and expenditures, proved among the most difficult to complete. 

In some cases this information was impossible to obtain because the 

agency was a division of a larger organization and expenditures were 

not reported by subagency or subfunction. 'In other cases respondents 

either simply did not have access to such information or were unwilling 

to offer it to our intervie\'lers. It is important to note that differ-

ent agenc:ies operate under different fiscal years; to achieve comparability, 

we asked for expenditures for the year that included December 1976. tihi1e 

,generallY' possible to use the precoded revenue sources in Question 58, 

occasionally a source had to be coded "other." These and other revenue 

matters were discussed in detail in NQ 43. 

Finally, we asked respor.ients for any supporting documents they 

could provide, including annual reports, evaluations, statistics, and 

statements of procedures and goals. We used this information to complete 

gaps in data collected and to provide a fuller picture of agency 

operations. 

This discussion has focused primarily on some of the problems 

encountered in administering the Referral Agency Interview Form. Problems 

were the exception, however; intervieWing went very smoothly, and most 

respondents had little trouble with our questions. In retrospect, some 

word changes could be made, some questions dropped, and others added. 

Greater attempts to prescreen local laws and re~llations could be made. 

Pretesting the form would have been of great value, both in removing 

some wording problems and in improving interviewer skills. The short 

time that we had to develop the form and our feeling that the range of 
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available referral agencies in each of our research sites was very (I 
different than any potential pretesting site precluded extensive pretesting. 

In future data collection, stricter screening procedures could be 

instituted to ensure that only agencies accepting a significant number 

of police referrals were included in the sample. 

Yet, the overriding feeling of our research staff was that social 

service provision and police referral practices are often mysterious, 

understated, unknown, and full of quirks. Few police departments or APPENDIX I 

community agencies provide the same services in the same manner, making 

it nearly impossible to design a single questionnaire to accommodate 
Referral Agency Interview Form 

such a wide range of b'ehavior. The distinction between private and 

public sponsorship alone almost dictates the need for separate forms. 

Given these realities, we feel our form, with its combination of precoded 

and narrative data, captured the complexities and nuances of police 

referral quite effectively. 

( 
. ) ( '" 
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.. FORM NUMBER 20 

Police Services Study 

Referral Agency Interview 

COVER SHEET 

1. Form Number 

2. Jurisdiction 

3. Organi.zation Name/Seq. Number 

4. Interviewer Name/Number 

S. Date of Interview 

6. Total time, in minutes, of interview 

7. Type of interview: l---phone 2 _in-person 3 mixed 

8. Name and ti tIe of respondent ______ ,'.,.,-..------

9. Position in organization 

1 director 
2-other administrative officer 
3---other staff member 
8---other _____________________________ , 

10. If more than one person interviewed to complete the form, 
code position of second person using codes in question 9. 

11. Is this referral agency part of: 

l---private agency 
2~olice agency 
3 state government agency 
4---county government agency (nonpolice) 
S---city government agency (nonpolice) 
6--city-county government agency 
7---special district g---other ___________________________ ___ 

12. If this referral agency is part of one of our study· 
departments, code that department's jurisdiction number 

and code the generic Agency and Police Unit Type Code 

CODING CHECK 
KEYPUNCHED ---
VERIFIED ____ _ 

2 0 
1--' 

+ + + + 3-------
o 1 9-----

14---

/ 
17rnoday 

20 
1 2 3 

23 

1 238 
24 

1 2 3 g + 
25 

1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 
,26 

21--

I 

29 ---
13. If this referral agency is part of a community organization 

code the Jurisdiction/Seque!1ce number for that organization __ ~ ~ ~!.. 
31 

37---

j1 
~ 
~ 

I 
j , 
I 
! 

( 

Police Services Study 

Referral Agency Interview 

INTRODUCTION 

My name.~s I am working with Indiana University and the 
University of North Carolina on a study of police services in the 
metropolitan area. We are particularly interested in ways police ~de-a~l~w~i~th~s-oc~i~al 
service problems. I would like to talk with you about your program and the 
contacts your agency has with police (patrol officers). 

NOTE: HERE AND THROUGHOUT nus INTERVIEW REFERENCES TO POLICE DEPARTMENTS ARE 
OFTEN FOLLOWED BY THE WORDS "PATROL OFFICERS." nus IS nIE ALTERNATIVE PHRASING 
TO BE USED WHEN INTERVIEWING A POLICE DEPARTMENT'S OWN INTERNAL REFERRAL SERVICE 
ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THAT UNIT AND PATROL OFFICERS IN nIE SAME DEPARTMENT. 

Time Interview Started 

First of all, I would like to read you a list of problems that 
social service agencies sometimes deal with. Would you tell 
me which of these your agency routinely handles? 

1. Public intoxication l ___ no 2---yes 

2. Mental illness l ___ no 2---yes 

3. Drug abuse 1 no 2---yes 

4. Juvenile delinquency 1 no 2---yes 

5. Family crises 1 no 2 _Jes 

6. Runaways I no 2---yes 

7. Victim assistance 1 no 2~es 

8. Aid to the elderly 1 no 2---yes 

9. Aid to the indigent 1 no 2---yes 

10. Suicide prevention 1 no 2---yes 

IF NONE OF nIE ABOVE SERVICES ARE HANDLED BY THIS AGENCY 
TERMINATE THE INTERVIEW. 

INDICATE WHICH OF nIE ABOVE SERVICES IS THIS AGENCY'S PRIMARY 
AREA OF INTEREST. IF nIlS IS NOT CLEAR, ASK. 

11. Area of primary interest (Code number of service from 
above) 
NQ 21 

401 2 + 

41 
1 2 + 

421 2 + 

431 2 + 

44 1 2 + 

45 
1 2 + 

461 2 + 

12+ 
47 

481 2 + 

491 2 + 

50 ------
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Now I'd like to find out which of the following serv~~es your 
agency provides directly to those in need. ASK ONLY THOSE 
WHICH ARE REASONABLE. 

12. Does your agency provide emergency medical assistance? 

1 no 2--yes 

IF YES: 'How' long have you provided it? (years) 

Why did you start providing this service? 
NQ 22 

IF NO: Did you ever provide this service? 

1 no 2--yes 

IF YES: Why did you stop providing it? 
NQ 23 

13. Does your agency provide psychological counseling? 

1 no 2--yes 

IF YES: How long have you provided it? (years) 

IF NO: 

Why did you start providing this service? 
NQ 22 

Did you ever provide this service? 

1 no 2--yes 

IF YES: Why did you stop providing it? 
NQ 23 

1 2 + 
52 

53---

1 2 .+ 
55 

12+ 
56 

57--

1 2 + 
59 

( 

------------------------- ---- ------~~ 
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3 

Does your agency provide crisis intervention or counseling? 

1 no 2--yes 

IF YES: How long have you provided it? (years) 

Why did you start providing this service? 
NQ 22 

IF NO: Did you ever provide this service? 

1 no 2--yes 

IF YES: Why did you stop providing it? 
NQ 23 

15. Does your agency provide shelter? (a place for people to 
stay temporarily) 

I no 2_J'es 

IF YES: How long have you provided this service? (years) 

Why did you start providing it? 

IF NO: 

NQ 22 

Did you ever provide this service? 

1 no 2--yes 

IF NO: Why did you stop providing it? 
NQ 23 

I 2 + 
60 

1 2 + 
63 

I 2 + 
61t 

6-5--

1 2 + 
67 
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Does your agency run a half-way house? 

1 no 2---,e5 

IF YES: How long have you run it? (years) 

Why did you start running it? 
·NQ 22 

IF NO: Did you every run a half-way house? 

1 no 2-yes 

IF YES: Why did you stop running it? 
NQ 23 

Does your agency provide legal aid? 

1 no 2---1'es 

IF YES: How long have you provided this service? 

Why did you start providing it? 
NQ 22 

IF·NO: Did you ever provide this service? 

1 no 2---yes 

IF YES: Why did you stop providing it? 
NQ 23 

-------------

~ . 

1 2 + 
68 

--69 

1 2 + 
71 

1 2 + 
72 

(years) 
73--

1 2· + 
75 

5 

18. Does your agency provide help finding jobs? 

1 no 2---yes 

19. 

IF YES: How long have you provided this service? 

IF NO: 

Why did you start providing it? 
NQ 22' . 

Did you ever provide this service? 

1 no 2---yes 

IF YES: Why did you stop providing it? 
NQ 23 

Does your agency provide help getting on welfare? 

I_no 2--yes 

IF YES: How 1 h ong ave you provided this service? 

Why did you start providing it? 
NQ 22 

. IF NO: Did you ever provide this service? 

1 no 2---yes 

IF YES: Why did you stop providing it? 
NQ 23 

(years) 

(years) 

1 2 + 
76 

77--

1 2 + 
79 

NEXT. CARD 
DUPLICATE 1-12 

2 
13-

1 
14 

2 + 

--IS 

17 1 2 + 

--
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20. Does your agency provide help finding housing? 

1 no 2-yes 

IF YES: How long have you provided this service? 

Why did you start providing it? 
·NQ 22 

IF NO: Did you ever provide this service? 

1 no 2-yes 

IF YES: Why did you stop providing it? 
NQ 23 

(years) 

21. Does your agency provide alcohol or drug rehabilitation? 

I_no 2_yes 

IF YES: How long have you provided this service? 

IF NO: 

Why did you start providing it? 
NQ 22 

Did you ever provide this service? 

1 no 2-yes 

IF YES: Why did you stop providing it? 
NQ 23 

(years) 

12+ 
18 

19---

12+ 
21 

12+ 
22 

23---

1 2 . + 
25 

r 
"I" 

I 

I 
fl 
I' 

J 
f 
\ 
,f 

J 
t. 

.. 

() 
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22. Does your agency provide alcohol or drug detoxification? 
("sobering-up" or "drying-out" facHi ties?) 

IF YES: How long have you provided this service? 

·Why did you start providing it? 
NQ 22 

IF NO: Did you ever provide this service? 

1 no 2-yes 

IF YES: Why did you stop pr.oviding it? 
NQ 23 . 

23. Does your agency provide methadone maintenance? 

1 no 2-yes 

IF YES: How long have you provided this service? 

Why did you start providing it? 
NQ 22 

IF NO: Did you ever provide this service? 

1 no 2-yes 

IF YES: Why did you stop providing it? 
NQ 23 

(years) 

(years) 

12+ 
26 

27 --

1 2 + 
29 

12+ 
30 

31--

1 2 + 
33 
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What criteria do you think should be used to judge how 
well your agency is doing? 
NQ 24 

25. What sorts of information do you (does the agency head) rely on to 
know how the agency is doing? 
NQ 2S 

------- -~-

------------------------~ 

f 
I 

26. 

9 

What geographic area do you serve? 

l---part of this city/town (specify boundaries below) 
2 this entire city or town 
3 part of this county (specify boundaries below) 
4 this entire county 
5 area larger than this county (specify boundaries 

BOUNDARIES: 
NQ 26 

I 

4 
below) 34 

------ --- -----

2 3 

5 
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What hours during the week are you open? 

Monday from 

to 

Tuesday from 

to 

Wednesday from 

____ .____ (CODE ON 24 HOUR CLOCK) 

· ---
· · ---
· ---
· ---

to, __ _ 

Thursday from 

to 

Friday from 

· ----- --
· ----
· --

35 --
39 --
43 ---
47 --
51 --
55 --
59 --
63 --
67 --

to · -- '71--

Saturday from 

to 

SWlday from 

to 

. ---. --

75--

14--

18--

22--

CODE nlE t«)ST INCLUSIVE HOURS. IF THE AGENCY CLOSES FOR LUNCH 
OR DINNER, IGNORE CLOSED TIME IN ABOVE CODING. DESCRIBE SUCH 
PERIODS IN A NARRATIVE. IF CLOSED ON THIS DAY CODE 88:88 IN 
DOni TI~m SLOTS FOR DAY, IF OPEN 24 HOURS THIS DAY, CODE 00:00 
TO 24:00. ALSO DISCUSS IN NARRATIVE IF ONE PART OF nlE ORGANIZA
TION IS OPEN WHILE OTHERS ARE CLOSED. 
NQ 27 

----~ ~-- ---------------

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--. .'--

I NEXT I CARD 3 
13-

11 

IN mE FOLLOWING SECTION SUBSTITIITE "'OOCTOR, NURSE, LAWYER, 
COUNSELOR" FOR nm TERM "PROFESSIONAL" AS APPROPRIATE. 

28. How many people work here full time? 

INCLUDE ONLY mOSE ASSIGNED TO mIS PART OF A LARGER, 
MULTI-SERVICE AGENCY SUCH AS A POLICE DEPARTMENT OR 
COUNTY SOCIAL SERVICES AGENCY. 
NQ 28 

29. FOR POLICE DEPARTMENTS ONLY: How many of these are 
swom officers? 

30. How many of the full-time staff are volWltee~s? 

31. 

32. 

IF THERE ARE FULL-TIME VOLUNTEERS: 

How many of these are professionals? 

How many of the full-time paid staff are professional? 

How many people work here part time? 

. INCLUDE ONLY THOSE ASSIGNED TO THIS PART OF A LARGER, 
MULTI-SERVICE AGENCY. . 
NQ 28 

33. FOR POLICE DEPARTMENTS ONLY: How many of these are swom 
police officers? 

34. How many of the part-time staff are volunteers? 

IF THERE ARE PART-TIME VOLUNTEERS: 

How many of these are professionals? 

35. How many of the part-time paid staff are professionals? 

CLIENTS ARE mE "PEOPLE nm AGENCY WORKS WITH." 

36. How many clients does your agency deal with during the 
average week? 

37. Do you have facilities and staff to handle more clients 
than that? 

I no 
2---no, have extra facilities, but not staff 
3-no, have extra staff, but not faciliti~s 
4---res, have extra staff and facilities 

---26 

---29 

---32 

---35 

38--~ 

41---

44---

47---

50---

53----

56----·-

60 1 2 3 4 
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38. IF AGENCY HAS EXTRA STAFF AND FACILITIES: How many more 
clients could your agency accommodate per week? 
NQ 29 

39. What proportion of your clients are carry-overs? (are 
with your agency for more than one week) 
NQ 30 

40. What proportion of your clients have been to your agency 
before? (are repeaters, returnees) 
NQ 31 

REMINDER: IN nm NEXT SET OF QUESTIONS, nm ALTERNATIVE 
WORDING (patrol officers) IS TO BE USED IN 
INTERVIEWS WITH PARTS OF POLICE DEPARTMENTS. 

41. What proportion of your clients are referred to you by 
police (patrol officers)? 
NQ 32 

61---

64 --

66 --

68 --

" 
" 

---- .------------~----------------------
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42. Do police (patrol officers) send people to your agency 
rather than charge them with crimes? 
NQ 33 

1 no 2---yes 9_don't know 

43. Do police (patrol officers) call your agency to have you 
pick up clients? 
NQ 34 

1 no 2---yes 9 ___ don't know 

44. Do police (patrol officers) bring clients to your agency? 
NQ 34 

don't know 

45 •. Do police (patrol officers) call your agency to join them 
at the scene of a problem? 
NQ 34 

1 2 9 
70 

1 2 9 
71 

1 
72 

2 9 

1 2 9 
73 
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46. 

47. 
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Do police (patrol officers) give your agency's name and 
address to people who might need your services? 
NQ 34 

1 no 2---yes 9 don't know 

Do police (patrol officers) suggest to your agency the 
names and addresses of people who might need your 
services? 
NQ 34, 

48. What proportion of the clients referred to your agency 
by police (patrol officers) do you accept? 
NQ 3S 

49. FOR POLICE AGENCIES ONLY: What proportion of your clients 
are handled by sworn officers? 
NQ 35 

---- - -~- ----------- - ---------------~ 

:' 

1 2 9 
74 

1 2 9 
75 

78--

I NEXT ,CARD \ 
DUPLICATE 1-12 

4 
13-' 

(l' 

.. ~ 

IS 

SO. ,Which police departments in this metropolitan area refer 
the most clients to you? 
NQ 36 

ENTER CODES ("JURISDICTION 10") FOR UP TO FOUR OF OUR 
SIDDY DEPARTMENTS IN mE SPACES TO mE RIGfIT. USE 98 
TO INDICATE A DEPARTMENT WE ARE NOT SIDDYING. NOTE 
NAME OF ornER DEPARTMENTS IN NARRATIVE. 

51. Are there some police departments you could serve that do 
not currently use your services? 

1 no 2---yes 9 ___ don't know 

IF YES: Which departments are these? 
NQ 37 

ENTER CODES AS IN QUESTION SO AND NAMES 
IN NARRATIVE. 

Why don't they use your services? 
NQ 37 

1 don't know about them 
2-have other programs they use; 
-don't Jleed them 

3 don't understand their usefulness 
8-other 
9-don't know 

14--

16~-

18--

20--

22 1 2 

----23 

25--

27--

29 ----
I 2 

8 9 
31 

52. Does your agency provide police departments (patrol officers) 
with follow-up information on the clients they refer you? 
NQ 38 

9 

3 

+ 

1 no 2---yes 1 2 + 
32 

IF YES: What kinds of information do you provide? 

a. progress reports • . . . 1 2 + 
33 

1 2 + 
34 

b. whether the client contacted your agency 

. . . 1 2 + 
35 

c. whether the client finished the program. 

d. how long the client was in the program if he/she 
did not finish • • . • • . . • '. . . • • . 1 

36 
2 + 

e. recommendations for further police action. 1 
37 

2 + 

f. recommendations for other legal action 1 
38 

2 + 

g. other. . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . 
39 

1 2 + 

+ 

:; 
' ( 
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If a client in your agency does not cooperate, or does not 
finish the program, is he or she subject to further legal 
action? 
NQ 39 

IF YES OR SOMETIMES: 

Are clients aware of this? 

1 no 2---yes 3 sometimes 

Who decides to return clients for further legal action? 
NQ 39 

54. How would you rate the cooperation between members of the 
staff and local police (patrol officers)? Would you say 
1,;' ~is: 

55. 

l __ outstanding DON'T READ: 9 don't 
2..Jood 
3 adequate 
4 inadequate 
5 _very poor 

Describe some of the ways in which they cooperate? 
(meetings," case consultations, training sessions) 
NQ 40 

know 

1 2 
40 

I 2 
41 

I 2 

5 9 
42 

~-------------------------------------------~..,...-------

3 + 

3 + 

3 4 

+ 

r: 
r •.... ~· "I' 

t 
~ 

(
,'t:>-. Y. 
- , .,.' 
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How do you th~nk most police (patrol officers) in the area 
you serve rate your agency's services? Would they say: 
NQ 41 

1 outstanding 
2..Jood . 
3 adequate 
4---inadequate 
5 very poor 

DON'T READ: 9 don't know 

Now I'd like to discuss your agency's (division's) 
expenditures and revenues. 

57. What was your total expenditure for the fiscal year including 

I 
43 

2 3 

December 1976? CODE IN THOUSANDS $ , 
NQ 42 44 -----

58. Approximately what proportion of your funds come from: 
NQ 43 

a. federal government ••. 

b. state government. . . . . . . . 
51--

c. county government • 

. d. municipal government. . . . 
55---

e. contributions from the general public . 
57----

f. contributions from members (and dues) 
59--

g. fees for service. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
61--

h. contributions and grants from private fOWldations 
63---

i. church funds. . . . . . . . . . . 
65--

j. national affiliated organizations 
67---

k. other • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
69--
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59. What ~eports have been prepared on your agency's activities 
and accomplishments? May I have a copy for our files? 

CODE THE NUMBER OF REPORTS AND OmER DOCUMENTS· OBTAINED. 
ENTER THE NAMES OF mESE IN NQ 44 

Thank you for your cooperation. Would you like a copy of our 
report? 

1_ no 2--yes 

IF YES BE SURE TO FILL OUT A REQUEST FOR REPORT FORM. 

71 

DURING THE COURSE OF mIS INTERVIEW DID mE RESPONDENT INDICATE 
mAT mE AGENCY VIEWS ITS MISSION AS "CURING PEOPLE" OR "SOLVING 
PEOPLE'S PROBLEMS" ON mE ONE HAND OR "PROVIDING TEMPORARY RELIEF" 
ON mE OTHER? IF SO, INDICATE WHAT WAS SAID IN NQ 45? 

IF mERE IS OmER IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THIS AGENCY mAT 
HAS NOT -BEEN RECORDED ABOVE, PLEASE REPORT IT IN NQ 46. 

Time Interview Completed 
(Post length of interview ~cover page)--'--

--

, 
t 

!! ...•... ~ .... ... 

.:J 

P 
~1 I 

I 

I r () 

APPENDIX 2 

Referral Agency Narrative Form 
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FORM 2S 
POLICE SERVICES STUDY 

REFERRAL AGENCY NARRATIVE FORM 

Intervielo,l Case Number + + / 
SHI'FT SEQUENC-E -

Interviewer ID Number 

Please type with one carbon. Start each narrative field with Narrative 
Question Number. 

- ._-----------
Continue on extra forms as needed. 
all pages together when finished. 
copy in S~fSA files. 

Post ID information to each page. 
Send original back to Bloomington. 

Staple 
Keep 

f,"/:,,; 

r 

APPENDIX 3 

Sample Narrative 
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" 
COMMAND AS READ& OeTAI~ 250S++4+152 

FCRtJ f\U~BER 25 
JURISDICTICI\ 05 
NEIGHBCRHOCC ++ 

".~Hl.FT 10 ++ 
SEQLENCE ~UtJ8ER 152 
INTERVIEhfR 315 

NQ C21 

____ Jl G e P."C.IJ:LE.RS .. _.CL_l.Mt£....lLJ~LE.llI..nu.Ly ".1 ~i~R fp~.Tf·"~El~Ng~~~·!f~~~gem-E·S-·-· A-N 
AIDING IN THEGRO~TH OF Fftl~fPlE$S eCYS w """ ~"-" """ • 
AN AFFILIATE OF TfE NATICl\tl tRGANIIATICN OF BIG BROTHERS OF TAMPA HASEBE~N 

____ IN .Q£fB.AJlCN "FOR q YEA.RS, _ .. T ... ~_ .. fl..(i.£.N.a .•. ~r..Rl<S __ \1JTt{ .. EACJ:L.B.O.Y __ TJ:iROUGJ:LJ\ .. ON 0 
ONE C(lN~ELING AI\C eurc~ SYSTEtJ. 

EACH BOY ACCEPTfr tJUST tJEfT f.f.~TAII\ CRTTERIA. HE ~UST BE FATH~~LE~S 
OR LIVING IN A SIt\GLF FARHT r(tJ~ •. rE tJl,JST BF. OVER".5 YF.AR..SA.~.D \,If\lO" 1 
YEA~~ OF AGE. IN TAMPA EE TEI\CS TC WCPK ~ITH 13 YEARS OLDS AND OLDER DUE 
~O LIMITED RfSOLRCE~. TrE eey ~LSl P~Vf A PROALE~(S' WHICH SB FEELS THEY 
CAN HELP ~TTH. THf~F ~lST Ff FVICF.I\CE Cf PfFR ftND/OR MALE INFLUENCE. BY 
THERE 'ARF MC~E1ARY cr~SIrEF~TI(~S. APPLICATICNS FOR BB MUST BE BEGUN 
THE MCTHER. 7~ PFPCE~T CF EElS CUPRENT ~PPlICATIQNS COMF FROM MOTHERS OF 
BOY~ 11\ CCNTACT ~IT~ ~RS • 

. - THE APPLICATIC~ EEGII\S A IF.~GTry PQCCF.r.URE. FIRST THE 4-PAGE 
APPLICATICN FORM IS FIllff CUT BY Trf MCTHER. IT GIVES ALL PERTINE~~ THE 

! L CAT" Cf\ tJCTHfP, S(f\, /y~RIT~L STATUS, E[UCAT10N, ETCa ONE . 
~~:~~N~ROF~SSICf\Al STAFF AT EF REVIEkS IT TQGFTrFR WITH ANY SUPPLEMENTAL 
INFOR~ATI(I\ PPCVIOEC EY hRS. Fe ~IlL TALK TO ~RS, SCHOOL, DOCTOR, ETC. 
THE PROCE5S THE~ ~(VES TC ~ HC~E STUCY. ThE rOME STUDY IS A 30 ~INUTE 

- ~[NTE'RV'IEW kITH lHE tJrT~ER ,\"-1: 60 f.lll\UTfS wITH H·E BOY IN THF HOME T THE 
ENVIRCI\ME~T. THE CCU"-SElCR lrEI\ ~ftKE$ rlS PEPDRT. IF IT IS FELT TH4 -
~CY'S ~EFCS CAN eE ~fT 'UI(~fR EY ANCTrER aGENCY BB WILL SET UP AN 
AFPOINTMFNT ANC A(CC~FA~Y lr[ ecy TC T~AT AGEI\CY. 

~INCE THE eACKBC~E Cf ee IS ITS CI\E TO CNE VOLUNTEER CONTACTS, A WORD 
ABOUT~ITs'elG BPCTrER SELE(TIC~ ~~O SCPFENING PROCEDURfS IS IN ORDER •. 

NEW ~rLUI\TF~RS-C(~E Tf 88 THRCUGH weRD CF MOUTH ANn MEDIA AoVfRTISING. 
~·~D THAT VClLI\TEERS PECRUITEC ey or~ER BIG BROTHERS ARE MORE 

~~K~~Y ~gLf>'AKE IT THRCUGH SCnEF.f\l~G TP~N TI-OSF. RECRUITED THROUGH THE MEDI:-
FACH VOLUNTEER MLSl ALT~CRIlE t peLICE EICKGROUNr CHECK. TH!S IS US;D 

TO SCREEN eLT THcsr hITH CRI~It\~l RECCRCS, ftLCOHCLJCS, PERVERTS, WEIRDOS, 

AND.DRC~K DRIVERS. T~£N TrE V(~~~TE~~FP~~C~~g ~~-~~~~HAI~~~~~~~=~&~6~~~EIL 
FIRST IS ~ITH A CCUNSELfn F~~~ D - HtAiRISTo BB LOOKS FOR PATTERNS 

g~M~~!~~~I~~ :~~(~~~~~~~~~~~4~~P~t~~CH~~~gRY OF ;T5 VOLUNTEERS. THEY LOOK 
FCR PEOPLE WHC ~AVF ST~8LE JCES A~D RESI[ENCFS !ND HAVE A NEED TO BE A BIG 
BROTrER. T~ERE IS Al~A¥3 CC~CEPI\ TP~T TrF.RE PF MUTUAL NEED IN A BIG 
BROTH~R REl~TI(I\SHIP. T~E SCREEKl~G PFCCESS. IS PURPOSELY DR~=~ ~~!~~~ER If 
10-12 WEEKS. 88 fEflS ThdT TPIS SEP'RATES 'TrE WHEAT FROM • 
AFTER 12 hEEKS THE VClU~TEER IS STIll EAGER, TfEY FEEL HE WILL MAKE A GOOO 

BIG B:~~~~~~G A eIC PPCTbFP hIT~ ft (ASE. fIRST T~E BROTHER MUST LIVE IN 
THE AREA'OF ;HF RCY. RReTHER IS ERIEFED ON TrE BOY AND PROBLEM. ~~N ED 

f\ ERESTEC THE ~[,TrER rs Trt;~ ERIHCC Ct\ BP.C.TI-ER. A. MEETIN.(LJS .. J~R ... G..~.· A'I 
~H~EE DiY~ A~TE~ ~EETII\G, IF alL PART1ES ~RE SATISFIED, A MATCH IS MADE. 
COUN~ElOR~IS ASSTGNfO TO TrE ~A1C~. ~E WILL AUTHORIlF ALL ACTIVITIES ANO 

. . THE FfP~T ~IX ~C~THS CURlNG T~E FIRST FOUR. WEEKS THERE IS 
~~~~~~~TF~~NTACT EEJWE~t-( EP.~ ~CTl::ER, /l~r TbE VOLUNTEER, PATRICULARLY AFTEP, 
OLTI~GS. THIS FE~[~~CK ~ECbA~ISM BETWEEN re, MOTHER, AND VOLUNTEER WORKS 

_. _.D.C.WK. TO MCTHERI VClL:NTEER P.El.A.Tl(~.sJ:IP .~FTER. SIX MCNTI-'S.. . ".'-'_.' .- ... -- .... 
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J ....... 

PSYCHOLCGICAL CrG~SElING. PRCVIDES LIMITEC PSYCHOLOGICAL 
COUNSELING. FINDS THAT SINGLE PARENT FA~IlY HOMES ARE BECOMTNG A MAJOR 
P .. RD.BLEt-AU. TERMS. OF pr<cnU.Cl.t..G LARf.E ~U.l".E.ER.S DE EM.QJIDNAlL Y. DISIUB..BED. __ .
CHILDRfN. BB STRE~5[S THAT I~ MOPt DIFFICULT C~SES THEY REFER THE CHILD OR 
PARENT TO PROFESSICNAl C(UNSElING. THIS ASPECT OF BB'S WORK HAS ONLY BEEN 
.SlRESSFD IN THE PAST YEA~ _ . . ...... _... . .. 

PRIC~ TO TH~T IT WftS ~(T C(~SIr.ERFC AN IMPORTANT FUNCTION. BB'S 
HORIlflNS HAVE FXFANDfC \.!I\OER HE rIRF:CTICN OF 'H', THE EXECUTIVE O(RECTOR 

_._.EQR. Jf:!E PAST.. YEl~R •. J,E .fE1JE.VES P.P .SHC.UL.C ..... D.F.fEB. A_FULL.,ER RANGE Qf. .s.ERVl.(~ES .. 
CRISIS INTERVF.HIC/\·. '1.11 FJt\DS n";lT 10 OF EVERY 40 CALLS FIT INTO THE 

,CR[SIS INTEPVEt\TIC/\ ~ND CCU~SElI~(, CATEGORY. T~E NATURE OF THESE CALLS 
.:." .• , ~A&'l E.S . .E Be M . PC lEN T 1 AL S UI.C.l c.f. (AS.E S, . .DGM.E.SJJ.C eR OBLEM S, . RUN.AWAY St. AN(L..... ..... 

'FRLSTRATFn' orN'T KN(k hHAT TO rr, CALLS. T~ESE CALLS TRANSlATF DOWN TO 
APPROX. 2 HOURS CN T~F T[lEF~(/\F F~P [~Y. AGENCY DOES NOT AOVERTISE AS A 

,...........c..R.LS.l S . .LNIERVE.bIXC!\ CE (\..I.EB. ... __ f •• ruE.. ..Fl-.(J~L.h.UM.aEF .. 1 s_ EA.5.IERT.Q fIND. IHAN. _.~_ .. -
01HERS. 

PECPlE DCN'1 THI~K liKE S~Clftl WCRKFPSo TrERE IS A PECKING ORDER THEY 
L_.OBSERVE IF. JHEYH.AVE .. A HCEL.EfJ .T~EY T .~ULJO A FRJ.END F.IR.SJ, THEt'LAN __ ._ _. 

AGENCY. INFORfJATTC~ D~r RF:FfRRAL ~UMEEPS ~AY BE TrF LAST PLACE THEY TRY.' 
SHELlER. 'wHIlF L\E r.C Pf1CVICE S~Fl TFR, IT IS ONLY ON A VERY TEMPORARY 

_....tAUlD. .. JiC.C .. BA.~l..5.1._ L.5J .. AlLY.. F...cB" JU~.H.l.LE5..L~ ... CAE .Of .aWL Jl1.G.. BROT.HER.5..110UUL ___ ." .... _ 
. VCLUN1EER. THIS IS NOT DCI\E 'S A ~'TTER CF POLICY~ MOST SITUATIONS WHERE 

SHELlER IS PROVIDED ARISES ~~ERE T~E DIG BRCT~Eq KNOWS OR IS WORKING WITH 
~~ .. _ntE._INDl VIDUAL CP Fft~ I l Y. ........... . . ..... __ . _ ... . 

HALFkAY HOUSE. eeES ~(T PFCVICF ~~LFWftY ~OUSF. IS KEFNLY AWARE OF 
NEED TO EXPAND HWH FACILITIFS 1/\ T~E COUNTY. T~ERE IS ONE HWH IN THE WEST 

"""""--o.E .. ~I:lE._.G.Q.lNIY..llHl.Cj," . .cA.f\ ... C~LY ....eCLD. J<ICS .. fCR. ~ .SHORJ.TIMF.._ .MOST OF THE .KIDS._ 
ARE E~ERGTNG FR(~ LCWER lEVF.LS Cf JUCICYAL SYSTEM. DEFINITE NEED FOR 
PLACES WHICH CAN 'EASE EACK I~Tr T~E STREAM.' BB HAS BEEN CONSIDERING THIS 

;;.:... .. _P.,ROB.LEf'oI BLT .PROBABLY hIll f'.f.Leec.Cf-IE. OIR.ECILY INYQU/ED IN M4NAGEMENJ .•. 
HO~EVER, 1HEY ~(UlD SUFFeRT ~FF(PTS TC I~PROVE AND EXPAND HWH FACILITIES. 

LEGAL AID. THERE IS A FeCl CF LftWVEPS NrO CONATE TIME TO B6. THEY 
....--AR.E..1!O.5.IU. LSED A1 _JU\' El\l LE 1-.EARlf\.GS Al\C.IN DIS C IPL INARY HEAR LNG S .. IN VOUlUlG .. 
". SCHOeL SYSTEM. HftVE FCUNIJ TPAT TrE FRI:SENCE OF A LAWYER AT JUVENILE 

HEARING Slews THE PROCEECr~GS CCWN SUFFICIENTLY TO AllOW ANYONE ~HO WISHES 
i..._ ... l0 ... SP.EAK THE CP.P.CRUlt\JTY •. PART ICULARLY USEfUL. IN SCHOOL HEARING S ... 

PRINCIPALS H~VE PC\.\ER TC SLSPE~[ WITrCUT rFARING. K'NOWS OF CASES WHERE 
PRINCIPALS HAVF LSEr. S~CnT 1EP~ SUSPEI\SICNS CN AN ON-GOING BASIS TO PREVENT 

~_S~IUO.ENI.s, .PARTLCULARl.Y .E.LA1:K STUDE/\. IS, FR04.'t . .fILL\.DU.L\.I.ING. THESE ARL THE.UNLY._ 
f CASES kHERE LEGAL AID IS FRCVJCEC. r "HELP IN FI~DI(IG JOB. J-ELP Jr\ fINDING JOB IS 'PROViDED ON AN AD HOC 
~~ . .....BAS.l S.. IT IS NCT A_ FCRtJALIZE.C. PRCC£OUR.E. •.. .cURRENTLY WORKING ON THE 

DEVElOP~E~T CF A CrRPCP~TE ACvISQRY COUNCIL. T~E IDF.A BEING TO CREATE 
'hASTE PO~ITICNS' (PCSrTI(~ TE~FOPAPY IN NATURE, WHIC~ no NOT INTRUDE ON 

_..c.URPD.RATE EMPlCYMENT . .5 TRLCTU.R£l •. _I.l:.ESL.POS.~IIONS .WOULD EXPOSE 1<105 .. TO .. __ _ 
OTHER WAYS Te EARN ~ tIVI~C BESIDES CRIME. EXPRESSED CONCERN ON ISSUE OF 
uPWARD MOBILITY IN CqIPE, p~RTrCUlAPLY AMCNG T~E 14-16 YEAR OLDS • 

. ~J-lELP GE1TII\.G liElFtlRE. 1:UF1Nf HE .C.OURSE.oF A .cASE THE CASE WORKER M.~Y 
BECOME AWARE OF FII\~~CI~L .F~(eLE~S WITHI~ T~E FAMILY. OEPENDING UPON THE 
CIRCUMSTANCES rE ~A~ I~rICATE TP4T T~E FftMILY IS FLIGIBlE FOR WELFARF 

.... ...-.P..RDGRAM.5. .liL.SJ:P.ECA.s£S._.1:: L.P..AY.. AS.5..lS.T. ll._c.acUMENI.IN..G _AN APPLICATION. OR.._"._. 
t REFER THE FAMILY TO RElfVAhT AGENCY CR OfFICE. IT IS NORMALLY DONE WITHIN 
I THE FRAME\\ORK OF A CASE. IT.lS NCT A N.(,PMAL SERVICE. USES INFLUENCE TO 
L.£.c.J . .1HROUGH RED .. TAP..E ... __ . ... ._." ._.... .. . . . 

HElP GETTING HOUSI~G. WIll REfER F_~TLTES rAVING PROBLEMS WITH 
HOLSING TO 4PPRCPRIATE ~GE~CY. SC~ETI~fS WILL INTERCEDE WITH LANDLORD FOR 

. ..-.-LilliE.lL.B..ENl.S DR E.REE .HCLs..I.f'{G. J.l:i.lS . .E.flF-EU~_C.C.cu.as..~ .... _ .~ _~ .'. . ""'''-
t DRUG AND ALCCHCl. All CRUG IN[ ALCCHOL PROBLEMS ARE REFERRED TO 
• .otTSIOf AGENCIES WITH PPOFESSICNAl EXPEPTISE IN THAT AREA. 
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., .CURRENTL't DE"'Ai\1J ECR SERILIC.E FFCt-l ee. IS TEN TIMES GIl.EATER THAN 
lEVEL PRO\lIDFD. ~GENCY TS EXPAt\OINC SERVICE I.F.VEL GRADUALLY. CURRENT 
BUDGET CURTftlLS SERVICE LfVFL. IT IS CIFFICUlT TO EV4lUAT~ PER~ORMANC~ 
BECALSE T~E BASIC THRLST CF ee P~!lCSCPPY IS A ONE TO ONE RELATICNSHIP 
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8EThEEN T~E CASE kCRKE~ o~C T~F JUVENILE. SINCE T~ERE 4RE ONLY THREE 
FlLL-TI~E ?ROF~SSI(~AlS C~ T~r: STAfF v T~E CftSE WORKF.R SF.EKS TO PROVIDE THE 

---A.LJERt\A.IE-E N}J.I RC'&ME!\ T .• NE.cESSARY .Ie... ro~H£l\..C.E-CCUNS.EL IN G. .... AGENCY.-LS.. A6.Ollr. -TO. .. 
~~ EXPERIMENT WITH A LIMITED ,feCl EVALuaTICN, SYSTEM. UTILIZING A GRANT FROM 
( LEAA (S21,COO). THIS hILL I~VClVE T~E C(MPARISCN OF 40 MATCHES WITH 40 

" •.. CASES .FROlt H.RS FILES hl-ICh .e8 .C..IHd\C.T Pl.CICUP. .EACH CA.SE WILL BE ... FOlLO.'wEO -
hITH A VIE~ TO CCMPARIt\G EP. FRCCECU~£S At\O EFFECTIVENESS WITH HRS 
PROCF.DURES AND SUCCESS RATES. 

NC 025 

...... __ .. _ .... PRE PARE S MC~IHLY .Sl.A T1 ST I CAL ~EPORj •.. .L I 5T S NUMB ER.. OF .CURR EN.J .. _ .. , .... .. 
ACTIVE MATCHES 

MATCHES TEP~INATfe (PE~S(~S ARE LISTEO), PREAKDOWN OF NEW APPLICATIONS 
--,.-.AND_~JAI.L.s... . . ~ND RREAKCC.liJ\ CL Elf B.JtCHER l\2.PLlCATlDN.S •.. RE.cOGN.UES .. THA.!._.J.N ... 

CRDER TO CO THE Joe CNE ~UST lI~IT T~E ~UMeER OF 'MATCHES' ONE CAN MAKE. 
INDICATED THAT THERE ARE S(~E 14,000 BeyS IN SINGLE PARENT HOMES IN TAMPA 

_ . ...AR.E.A... .. ::-SCME 7,000 .GIRl.s.... CrlLCPE!\, J~OYS .llLPt'RTICULARFROM SINGLEP-AREN.T. 
HOMES ARE FOUR TIMES ~CRE LIKELY TC r~VE MENTAL PROBLEMS, 8-12 TIMES MOR~ 
LIKELY TO BECC~E JLVE~IlE rFll~'UE~TSo 
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_____ . SER\lIC.E AREA IS Hl.lLseCFC .A.I\C Plt5.CC .C.DUNTlE5 •. MOST EFFORTS ARE __ .... 
CONCENTR.ATED IN HILlSBCRC-T.IlfJPtl !~ PARTICULAR. THf.=RE ARE HOPES OF 
EXPANDING AND HaVING ~COITI(t\Al ~lELC OFFICES IN PLANT CITY AND PASCO 

...........c1llJlLI~ .•• _" .• _._.. ._ -.." ..... _ ..•.•. _ .. __ . _.- .. __ .. _ _ .. . _ .. _ .•..•• _._ .....• 
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AGENCY OPERATES A STO(~FREC hCRK CAY. TrIS INSURES THAT THERE IS 
SCMECNE I~ THE CFFICES 12 HCURS rF TrE CAY. T~ERE IS A 7.4 HOUR ANSW~RING 

.,......... ...... Su-E . .lLlll.C£.. .. 
. 
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CURRENTLY THE AGE~rY CfER'TES kIT~ 3 PROFESSIONALS AND 1 
SECRETARY. AS MATTER CF FCLICY TrE CIRECTOR COES NOT USE VOLUNTEER/PART 

_ .ll.ME._S.TAf.F.IN_ T1::£ . .oF E ICE. F INas.. IT. ,CIFf I CU.L T TO COORC IN AT E AC TI V IT LES. OF .. 
VOLUNTEER/PART TIME WCRK. LIKES Te r4VE PROFESSIONALS IN THE OFFICE. THE 
AGENCY HAS peOl CF 100 SCRF.f~fC ME~ k~O tRF. OR ARE READY TO BECOME BYG 

_~_BR01HERS. .AlSO CA.N USE S.ERV1.cES CFPSYChOU1G.ISTS ON CASE BASIS. 

NC C30 
-... "--'''~'' - .... - .. ',. ... . ~ .... '" -...... " ..... -. -- .. 

VERY FEw CASES ~RE CAPRIEO FeR UNDf.R ~ WEEK. 98 PERCENT OF CASE 
LOAD IS CftRRIEO FCP P~RICCS IN FXCESS OF A YE~R. 88 ANO THEIR CLIENT GROUP 

~.:. •. J::IA.VE. A CURIOl'S REUITJCI\SHIP. .Po (pSE WCPI<EILM.ftY H~VE NO CONTACT. WI'TH A 
CLIE~T FCR 6 TO 9 ~(NTHS. eLT CF T~E BLUE TPE CLrENT WILL CALL UP AND BE 
LPSET THAT THE CASE WCPKER reES NCT REMf~eER ~IS/~ER NAME. THEY WILL TALK 

_J.Q."'ylJU .AS IE ,1T ~AS (f\.ly ).E"£liFr.~Y Tt·.EY.!-AO......5.PJ2KEN TO. YOU L4ST... '.YOU ... __ 
.. eECCME FA~JLV.' 

..:N.(L03.2. _ 

RESPCNDENT CCULO ~{T J~(I('TE W~'T PERCENT OF CLIENTS ARE REFERRED 
____ lIL.I/;if--AG.EN.O~ B. V.PC l r.C.E ... ~._Ili_J;. Ef\'f FP..1, RUI. E._Qf. ... U:!,;, .FOR Rf.FF.RRALS IS .. THAI 

·8RS WILL REFER TO 88 AFTER ~FREST. PATFOL OFFICFf~ AND JUDGES WILL ALSO. 
. REfER. THE AGE~CY DOES NCT ACVEPTISE I1S FUNCTICN ~S IT WOULD BE 

~UN.QAlEO. BECA!';'SE. fJ.~NY. CFFI.C .. ERS AR.f ee's TrER ~RF. MANY CASES "'''ERE THE 
OFFICER ~IlL CAll PRICR TC ,~ ARREST AN~ THE CASE WORKER WILL AE PRESENT AT 
THE ARREST. 

NC (33' 

AGENCV WCRKS ~Il~ TE~Plf TFF~~CE P.c., r~~PA P.o., AND ~[lLSBORO 

( 

I 

' .• 

I - ' ... ..-

CO. SHERIFF'S JEPT. HIS EXPERIENCE IS THAT TAMPA OFFICERS GO BY THE BOOK 
- NO BREAKS. ~E~TIC~EC Tr'T T~~PA CFFICERS CCN'T LIKE THE MYERS ACT. IN 

~ tlPN.Y. CP.SES QFEI.CFRS 1'.Il..L CPU. IIF .. UP. AtY. ~RBESJ~ . T}f.8f. H.ti.Vr:; _ef:F.N CA..5.fS,W!:tERE ... 
TAMPA OFFICERS HAVE EXERCISED OISCRETION AND REFERRED THF. CASE. HILLSBORO 
DEPUTIES TEND TC AVCIC JUVE~IL~ PPCBLEM~. 
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_. ,_. ___ ~ OFt:.J C ER .. S DC _ .. ,C.A lL J~ • tJ.E "I. I. ( ~ TJ-.,E. J:A .C1 S .. JJ E ... b_~.(.A S ~ -A.N n AS.K.~ .. IJ: .. 6B ,LS.~ '''''~.'-- > ~ •• ~ 
INTERESTED IN THE CASE. ~A~Y TIMES THIS OCCURS W~EN THEY ARE oFF DUTY. AS 
A RULE OFFICERS DC ~CT BRING KIDS TC THE AGfNCY, liS CASF WORKERS lTKf TO 

__ .. _ME.EL.THE CLIEt-\T l.N HE F..lf:U:Cf! Jf\ l-ilS/t-.f.B HmlF ENVlRONl-tENT .... THERE .IS .. SOME 
EVIDENCE THAT T~E peLIeF. co REFER FEOPLE DIRECTLY TO BB. 

HILLSBORO AND PASCC CCUt\TY SrERIFf'S DEPTS., AND TAMPA TERRACE 
L.._g.oD!!. .... ANO ~!-ANT CITY P.O. "'~ST~Y IT IseE.C_~U~E _THe. AGENJ;Y HAS CONC..EN.T.R.~JI;..O ... 

ON TA",PA IN THE PAST. AS T~E ~G:N(Y FXPANDS ITS SCOPE ANO SIZE IT 
ANTICIPATES ESTABLISHlf\G A BETTER WCPKlt\G REL~TICNSHIP WITH THESE 

~QEPARJ.M.~rn.S..!.,.. ._ ........ _ ...... " .. __ ... ___ ." .... ... .. . .. ,,- .. _., ... -_ ... -

iNC 038 
>:", 

...... -'.. AGENCY wILL PPCVIIJE PPC(RESS REP6RTS TO··IN·DIVIOUAL OFFICERS'~ ";:HIS-- -. 
ONLY OCCURS IF THE OFFICF.~ EXFRESSES 4 STRONG PERSONAL INTEREST. IT IS NOT 

.....--2RO.'L1J)!;D. /I$"A tJ.4TTFP Cf CCIJI'S.~ nx .HE AGf1iCy' .. JS AL~~.YS ~ONC.ERNEO .. v.UTH_IHE 
..' ISSUE Of CLIENT CCNFIOE~TI.lITY. T~E RESFCNDENT REMARKED THAT THIS WAS A 

TWO WAY STREET ISSUE ~ITH CFflCERS GIVING HIM fEE08ACK ON PARTICULAR 
~_CLIE.rXTS A1 TPE STREff lEV~l. __ " ...... 

NC C39 
, . . ~ . . . ,. 

WHERE CLIE~TS ~OP~I~G wrT~ eE ~RE ~(T COOPERATING THE CASE WORKER 
MAY RECOMMEND THAT LEGAL ACTICN BE TAKEN. THIS WOULD BE A LAST RESORT. 

_ •. __ .tH.E. C..LlEN1 GROUP IS MPCE VERY FJUCl:l ~W~RF. OF. T'-IS FACT. IF THFY CO~JINUE.TO 
GET INTO TROUBLE, T~E CASF WCPKfR MAY QECOMMENC THE COURT WILL MAKE THE 
OECISICN. BB HAS It\PLT l~ T~E FC~M OF FORM~L RECCMMENDATIONS TO THE COURT. 

....,.--!B"""B ...... l:f . .!=.lS _ITT S NECfSS.ARv.rf; t:-.~'yf; -neLS. F~.E.M_Qf. L..EY.~.RAGE; ~.NPJ.S" .!JiAROlJ.N.f~ .. _ON ... _ 
'THE ISSUF.. 

BECAlSE B8'S RES(URCES ARE CURRE~jlY STRETCHED BEYOND ITS CAPACITV 
_J.t:;.);,,,_4.~ ENG) Ql1.E S .. N!:.r. AJl.Vl,;.rTI5..E:_l I.S.EL E .. ~!.IUUti .T f: F.....,P .... n '!.!..S... ~ONTA!:.T 15_. __ .... _ .... _ 
. NORMALLY CN AN I~nIVICUAL (FFICEP EASIS. SC COOPERATION IS EXCELLENT 
· BETWEEN Be ANe A 'SELECT' G~CUP OF CFFICERS WHO ARE INVOLVED DIRECTLY WITH 
:,,_ .. JJ:HLAGE.NC.Y ~_ CoNT ACl .IS LOW .. Us. eRCFI L.E. ft 1';0.. TENQS lOWARDSA CASE ay. CAS~ ... , ... 

CCNSLlTATICN. 

,. 

i< . -.- .-... ,,., ..... ,- ~ .-_._ .. , -_., .. " .. _..... ..-.,._- - .--.-.. 
SEE (\Q040. 
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. .,.,.".......,..-_._ . .Q..UR I.t\G .J.97-'? J.t'J.. ~~~EJ\'{Y .~..s.1 H,C~T f..L.Jiy'.~ JJU:'~I3..DJM,.!,._Y OF.VFLOPF 0 FJ.!NP 5 __ .... 
'".c AND THE UNITED W~Y. ThE CIRECTCR HAS SECUREC AN LEAA GRANT OF $21 y OOO FOR 
. 1977 TO CCNDUCT A 'peel EV_lUATI(~' CF FeRTY EOYS. WJLL ALSO RECEIVE $1500 
:iEROM JHE .S.TAJE CUBlI)'G_flS.CPJ .YOP .19.11. 

NC C44 
~-........ " ......... . 

(11 STA1IS1ICAl SU~~AR~ (2/1/11-3/15/77'. 
(2) eiG BRCTHERS CF T~~PA, r~c. NEWSLETTER - NO DATE. 

---.- --.:;;: 
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Citizen Organization/Referral Agency Identification Form 
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FORM , 99 R 

Police Services Study 

Citizen Organization/Referral Agency Identification Form 

This form is to be filled out whenever you (while observing patrol or 
coding calls for service or debriefing citizens or otherwise) come across 
mention of a community organization or' referral agency. 

Organization/Ag~ncy name: __________________________________ ___ 

(if available) Staff name: ------------------------------------
(if available) Address: 

------------------------.------~-------

(if available) Phone: ----------------
Was this organization mentioned as a community organization? No Yes 

Was this agency mentioned as a social service referral agency? No Yes 

(if available) What services were mentioned? 

Which of our study neighborhoods does this organization/agency serve? 

Date Submitted Coder ------- --------
Posted to Community Organization Log: Date ------ Coder -------
Posted to Referral Agency Log: Date ----- Coder --------

j ,",,_"_,_"'u~~,=.=~~~."~,~~.~._,.,,·"~ 
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Instructions for Conducting Referral Agency Interviews 
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POLICE SERVICES STUDY 

Instructions for Conducting Referral Agency Interviews 

The purpose of the Referral Agency Interview is to obtain information about 
the practices of social service agencies, not to learn about the attitudes, 
perceptions, or values of individuals working in such agencies. Therefore any 
knowledgeable member of the agency staff can be interviewed. In some cases., it 
may be necessary to interview more than one representative of the agency to obtain 
all of the desired information. 

What is a Referral Agency? For our purposes, any organization to which police 
refer clients for any of the following social problems is a referral agency: 

- public intoxication 
- mental illness 

drug abuse 
- juvenile delinquency 

family crises 
- runaways 
- victim assistance 

aid to the elderly 
- aid to the indigent 

suicide prevention 

We \lrill interview rep,resentatives of each of the agencies dealing with these problems 
to which police in our study neighborhoods have referred persons. We are determining 
police referrals through patrol observation, calls for service observation, citizen 
debriefing, police officer interviews and other informants. Special units of police 
departments are to be treated by us as referral agencies whenever they deal with one 
or more of these problems and have clients referred to them by patrol officers serving 
the neighborhoods we are studying. 

The interview schedule is ~et up with a number of closed-ended responses. This 
should not be viewed as limiting the information you record. You should note any 
qualifying or explanatory remarks. Narratives will be used to report these responses. 
After you have finished a Referral Agency Interview, complete your notes on the 
various responses you have obtained. The closed-ended responses should be viewed 
as an aid to note-taking, not as the extent of the information required. Also 
post answers to the column at the right for key-punching. 

TIle questions on the interview schedule specify the information we want to 
get, but you may find a more conversational way to ask them. Answers to some of 
them will be obvious from earlier remarks made by the respondent. Others may 
have had the answers suggested, but will need rephrasing to determine precisely 
what is wanted. There is also a place at the end of the interview schedule to 
record important information about the agency which does not fit into any of the 
earlier categories. 

Whem interviewing representatives of a special referral unit within a 
police department, you will need to take a focus somewhat different from that 
used when intel~iewing referral agencies which are separate from police departments. 
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A number of questions on the schedule deal with the relationships between the 
referral agency and police departments. When talking to a representative of 
a referral unit within a police departmnt, we will be concerned with the 
relationships between that unit and patrol officers. This shift in focus is 
noted on the interview schedule by placing the phrase "patrol officers" in 
parenthesis after the term "police" wherever the shift should occur. 

Names and addresses of referral agencies to be interviewed will be posted 
on the Referral Agency Log. Phone number should also be fotmd on the log. 
Appointments for Referral Agency Interviews should be set up by contacting the 
agency in advance. If you are not certain that the agency deals with one of 
the ten social problems we are studying, ask them when you set up the interview. 
Page one of the Referral Agency Interview Form can be used as a screener for this 
purpose. (Note, this is the first page of the interview, not the cover sheet.) 

The Interview. 

The cover sheet is to be completed after you have finished the interview 
although items 2, 3, 12, and 13 (the IDs) can be filled in before the interview. 

Item 12 is to be used to link the referral unit within a police department 
to the other information about the department of which it is a part. In the 
first two blanks, record the department's jurisdiction number (for example, 
Rochester Police Department=lO). In the next two blanks, record the generic 
code for this special tmit (for example, ~Tuvenile Division=03). 

Item 13 is to link the referral unit sponsored by a community organization 
to the other information about that organization. The number to be posted here 
can be obtained from the Citizen Organization Log. 

Page 1. 

1-10 Don't ask any of these if you already know and it would be awkward. 
For example, a Police Department's Juvenile Division will deal with juvenile 
delinquency and not with aid to the elderly. 

11. If the respondent doesn't tell you this in the course of your earlier 
discussion, ask. 

Pages 2-7. Here we are interested in the service activities carried out 
by the agency, rather than the social problems the social problems the activities 
are supposed to address. Again, ask only those that are reasonable. A methadone 
maintenance program, for example, will only be conducted by agencies dealing 
with drug abuse. Be sure to record comments about the reasons for the agency's 
beginning or ending each service activity. 

Page 8. These questions are phrased as they would be asked of the director 
of an agency. If your respondent is someone else in the agency, you should 
attempt to determine how those responsible for the agency would answer. 

Page 9. Be sure to obtain geographic location information sufficient 
to determine whether the agency in fact serves our study neighborhoods. 

Page 10 •• Note that times are to be recorded according to the 24 hour clock. 
After noon add 12 hours to the time. Thus, 1:15 p.m. becomes 13:15. 

! 

________ , ___ ,, ____ ,_ , ___ ,, _________ '--,- ,, __ -_,,-_ ."-'_ ,- ,_c- ;;:.:::.:_:::::_, __ "_=-;_";_'-'T,_~-;--n' __ I 
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Page 11. Instead of "professionals" you may wish to refer directly to 
"do~tors, n';1rses, an~ ~otmselors," or "lawyers" or whatever categories of 
s~c1al serv1ce pract1t10n~rs are appropriate for the agency you are dealing 
w1th. What we want here 1S to determine how many of the staff have special 
skills/training to deal with the agency's clients. "Professionals" are distinguished 
from support staff. 

Pages 12-17. Remember to use the alternative phrasing "patrol officers" 
when interviewing a representative of a referral unit of a police department. 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Police Services Stud? Research Team 

From: Gordon Whitaker 

Date: 9 June 1977 

Re: Additional instructions for the Referral Agency Interview 

On the Cover Sheet: 

11. Do not attempt to distinguish here between a referral unit which"is part 
of a larger agency, and referral agencies which are independent. For example, a 
drug treatment clinic which is part of a county hospital and a separate county
run drug treatment center would both be coded "5" to indicate that they are 
sponsored by the county. 

On page 17: 

57 and 58. Our interest here is on the expenditures (and revenure) 
attributable to the referral services. This will be the entire budget of 
an agency dealing solely with these services, but Will be only the part of 
the budget for the specific unit concerned with these activities in the case 
where the referral unit is part of a larger agency (a juvenile division in 
a police department, for example). 

Post to the ~eferral Agency Interview Form only those expenditures and 
revenues related to the part of the agency cond~ing referral services. Explain 
the relationship between the referral unit and the 'parent' agency in a narrative. 
Include in the narrative an estimate of the total expenditures for the entire 
agency. Of course, for independent agencies whose primary activity is the 
referral service, you should post all expenditures and revenues to the Referral 
Agency Interview Form. 

~--~---- ---
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APPENDIX 6 

General Coding Instructions: All Instruments 
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GENERAL CODING INSTRUCTIONS 

ALL INSTRUMENTS --_ ........... -.... _ .. _---

There are a number of coding rules and procedures that are uniform 

across all of the instruments for this study. These are discussed in 

this set of instructions. Specific coding procedures for each instrument 

are discussed in the instructions for each instrument. 

The Responsibility of the Interviewer for Checking and Coding 

Each field r~searcher is responsible for mak~ng a careful check over 

each research instrument and for coding all applicable sections prior to 

turning the instrument in to his or her team leader. Make sure that you 

have correctly transferred all coding responses to the keypunch section 

along either the right-hand margin or the bottom portion of a form. Be 

sure that all relevant items have been coded. Any inability to determine 

a proper code for a response should be noted on a Trouble Slip, attached 

to a form, and routed to the Team Leader. 

General Coding Conventions 

The Use of +'s 

Our general inapplicable or missing value code is a +. Whenever a 

keypuncher comes to a colunm that is not filled in, the keypuncher's 

instruction is to punch a +. A + in a column will imply that (1) the 

question wasn't asked because of a legitimate skip, (2) the question 

wasn't asked because the interviewer skipped it by error, or (3) the 

respondent refused to answer (where this latter possibility is particularly 

( 

important, specific codes are available for refusals and should be used). 

When a full page is skipped because it is inapplicable, write a + at 

the top right-hand corner and draw a line down the right-hand side below 

the +. 

The Use of 9'5 

For most of our noninterval data, we have reserved the code of 9 for 

a respondent's answer of "I don't know" or "I couldn't say." For interval 

data (Le., where we ask for a number), -9 is used for the "I don't know" 

responses. 

The Use of 8'5 

An 8 has usually been reserved for the residual "other" category for 

most instruments. 

What to Do with Ranges 

If a respondent gives an answer in a range, e.g., $10,000 to $11,000, 

av~rage it out. In this case you would code $10,500. 

How to Round Amounts 

Most questions asking for dollar amounts or number amounts do not 

include cents or decimals unless stated differently (e.g., hourly pay rate). 

We follow the conventional rules regarding rounding of decimals. If the 

decimal is higher than .5 round up (e.g., 1.6 becomes 2). If the decimal 

is lower than .S round down (e.g., 1.3 becomes 1). If the decimal is .S 

you must go to the whole number to the left of the decimal. If this number 

is even, round down (e.g., 4.5 becomes 4). If this number is odd, round 

up (e.g., 5.5 becomes 6) . 



( Numbers are, Right Justified ( 

All numbers are right justified within the set of columns allocated 

to them. Thus, if there are five columns allotted and the response is 

250, it should be entered as: o 0 2 5 O. ----- For all forms except agency 

personnel and expenditure forms, the field researcher should zero fill the . 

field. Thus, the example above shows two zeros before the number 250. 

The Right-Hand Column is Reserved for Keypunching 
APPENDIX 7 

Do NOT (on threat of severe punishment!) write anything in the far 

right-hand column reserved for keypunching except keypunch instructions. Referral Agency Log Sheet 
, 

This leads to keypunching er~ors. 

( 
'"", .. 
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POLICE S~VICES STUDY 

( 
'~eferra1 Agency Log 

SEQ Agency Name, 
NO. Address. and Phone 

Continue on next sheet 
~. 

~ -1£ one Jurisdiction Number 'is posted, the caso number is: , 
If no Jurisdiction Number is posted, the case number is: 

REVlSEU: 5/23/77 
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APPENDIX 8 

Agency and Police Unit Type List 
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AGENCY & POLICE UNIT TYPES 

SMSA-SPBCIFIC SOCIAL SB~VlCE AGENCY NAMES & CODES 

AO 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

AS 

Ab 

A7 

A8 

81 

82 

83 

84 

8S 

87 

co 

C1 

C2 

C3 

C4 

~
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~ CS 

C6 
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AGENL~ & POLICE UNIT TYPeS 

SMSA-SPECIHC SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY NAMES & COUES (continued) 

C7 

C8 

EO 

E1 

E2 

S3 

E4 

ES 

E6 

E7 

S8 

E9 

FO 

F2 

F3 

F4 

F5 

F6 

F7 

F8 
j 

F9 
" I I 

I 
GO 

G1 

G2 

G3 

G4 

GS 
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